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Abstract: A pair x, y of vertices in a nontrivial connected graph is said to geodominate a vertex v of G if either v 
 yxv ,  or v lies an x - y geodesic of G. A set S of vertices of G is a geodetic set if every vertex of G is geodominated 
by some pair of vertices of S. A subset S of vertices in a graph G is called a geodetic connected dominating set if S is both 
a geodetic set and a connected dominating set. We study geodetic connected domination on graphs. 
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1. Introduction 
We consider nite graphs without loops and multiple edges. For any graph G the set of vertices is denoted by V(G) and 
edge set by E(G). We de ne the order of G by n =  Gn  = )(GV and the size by m =  Gm = )(GE , The open 
neighborhood N(v) is the set of all vertices adjacent to v, and  vN  =   vvN  v is the closed neighborhood of v. The 
degree d(v) of a vertex v is de ned by  vd = )(vN . The minimum and maximum degree of a graph G are denoted by 
 = )(G   and  =  G , respectively. For )(GVX   let  vG  be the subgraph of G induced by X,  XN = 
 XNXx  and   xN = Xx  XN . If G is a connected graph, then the distance  yxd , is the length of a 
shortest x-y path in G. The diameter  Gdiam of a connected graph is defined by  Gdiam = max )(, GVyx   yxd , . An 
x - y path of length  yxd , is called an x - y geodesic. A vertex v is an internal vertex of on x - y path P if v is a vertex of 
P and  yxv , . A vertex v is said to lie on an x - y geodesic P if v is an internal vertex of P. The closed interval 
 yxI , consists of x, y and all vertices lying on some x - y geodesic of G, while for S   V (G) ,     yxISI Syx ,,   . 
If G is a connected graph, then a set S of vertices is a geodetic set if    GVSI  . The minimum cardinality of a 
geodetic set is the geodetic number of G and is denoted by  Gg . The geodetic number of a disconnected graph is the 
sum of the geodetic numbers of its components. A geodetic set of cardinality  Gg is called a  Gg - set. A vertex of G is 
an extreme vertex if the subgraph induced by its neighborhood is complete. It is easily seen that every extreme vertex 
belongs to every geodetic set. For references on geodetic sets see [1, 2, 3]. 
A vertex in a graph G dominates itself and its neighbors. A set of vertices S in a graph G is a dominating set if each vertex 
of G is dominated by some vertex of S. The domination number  G of G is the minimum cardinality of a dominating set 
of G. Further S is a connected dominating set if S is dominating and the subgraph S  induced by S, is connected. 
If  yxe ,  is an edge of a graph G with and   1vd , then we call e a pendent edge, u a leaf and v a support vertex. 
Let  GL ) be the set of all leaves of a graph G. We denote by nn CP , and srK , the path on n vertices, the cycle on n 
vertices, and the complete bipartite graph in which one partite set has r vertices and the other partite set has s vertices, 
respectively. The corona  Gcor of a graph G is constructed from G, where for each vertex  GVv , a new vertex v  
and a pendent edge vv   are added. 
It is easily seen that a connected dominating set is not in general a geodetic set in a graph G. Also the converse is not 
valid in general. This has motivated us to study the new conception of geodetic connected dominating set. We investigate 
those subsets of vertices of a graph that are both a geodetic set and a connected dominating set. we call these sets 
geodetic connected dominating set. The minimum cardinality of a geodetic connected dominating set of G is called the 
geodetic connected domination number of G. 
In a communication network, let D denote the set of transmitting stations so that every station v not belonging to D has a 
direct link with atleast one station v1 in D and v lies in a shortest path connecting two stations of D(one of them may be 
1v ). If the direct link fails, even then this particular station v in DV  continues to get the communication from another 
station in D through this shortest path. This concept led us to study those subsets of  GV which are both connected 
dominating and geodetic. 
2. Geodetic Connected domination 
We call a set of vertices S in a graph G, a geodetic connected dominating set if S is both a geodetic set and connected 
dominating set. The minimum cardinality of a geodetic connected dominating set of G is its geodetic connected domination 
number and is denoted by  Gg c . Since  GV is geodetic connected dominating set for any graph G, the geodetic 
connected domination number of a graph is always de ned. A geodetic connected dominating set of size  Gg c is said 
to be a  Gg c - set. 
The following bound is immediate by the defnitions. 
Propositon 1. If G is a connected graph of order 2n , then         nGgGGg c  ,max2  
Theorem 2.1. For any compete graph with 2n  vertices then   nGg c  . 
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Proof: The result holds for 2n . We now consider the case where 3n . Assume first that   nGg c  and 
suppose to the contrary that there are two non adjacent vertices yx, in G. Let P be an yx   geodetic connected 
dominating set of G . Clearly it contains at most   1n  vertices. This is a contradiction to fact that   nGg c  . Hence 
G is a complete graph. 
By the above theorem we have following proposition. 
Proposition 2. If G is a tree with n vertices or a path nP  then   nGg c  .   
Theorem 2.2.  If G is cycle then   2 nGg c . 
Proof. It is clear that   2 nGg c . Consider  2321 ,...,,,  nvvvvS be the  Gg c - set. We know that  for the 
cycle,   2Gg c when n is even and   3nCg when n is odd. Clearly the 
path 
2
1 nvv  contains all the vertices of  nC , n is even and are the internal vertices. Also the 
path 11
2
 nvv contains all the vertices of  nC , n is odd. For the connected dominating set we consider the vertices 
221
,...,,
22
 nvvv nn . Hence the result follows. 
Further for a vertex v of a graph G, the eccentricity  ve is the distance between v and a vertex farthest from v. The 
maximum eccentricity is its diameter  Gdiam ). Now we have the  following. 
Theorem 2.3.  If G is a connected graph of order 2n  then  
 

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the bound is sharp if G is a path of order n.    
 
 
Proof. Define   rkdGdiam  3 with integers k, r such that 20  r and select two vertices 0v  and dv in G 
such that   dvvd d ,0 . Let  dvvvvp ,...,,, 210 be a shortest path from 0v  to dv and let 
rkk vvvvA  3330 ,,...,, . It is easy to verify that     APVGVD \\   is a geodetic connected dominating set of 
G. If we note that  1 kA   when  0r  and 2 kA  when 21  r , then we find that 
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Pg . Consequently the bound is sharp. 
For two vertices x and y of a graph G, the distance between x and y is denoted by  ., yxd    
 
  
          
Proposition 3.  Let S be a g  Gg c  - set and Sba , , then  .,1 badS   
Theorem 2.4.  For any connected graph G,    .1 GdiamGg c   
Proof. Let S be a  Gg c set.  For any two vertices Sba , , there is a path in S whose end vertices are a and b. Let 
yx, be two vertices of G with    ., Gdiamyxd   and P be a geodesic with vertices  .,,...,,, 132 yaaax n  If 
Syx ,   then by the proposition 3,  .1 GdiamS   Otherwise we have the following cases. 
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Case 1. Let  Syx , . The vertex x lies on a vu   geodesic L with  Svu ,  and clearly vu,  not in P. 
a). If Pv , then the number of vertices in the path of S from u to v is greater than the number of vertex in P from x to v 
and is also a connected dominating set. Also by proposition 3, for v and y implies  .1 GdiamS   
b). If Pv , and Pu , let Q  be a path in S between y and v and Qu . Then the number of 
vertices of Q  is greater than or equal to the number of vertices in P from   1, vuda  to y,  because 
otherwise we move on Q  from y to v and continued to L from v to x to obtain a x –y path with length 
less than  yxd ,  which is a contradicition. Also the number of vertices in the path of S between u 
and v is greater than or equal to the number of vertices of P from   x to    vuda ,  . Clearly S is 
dominating set  and    .1 GdiamS   
 
Case 2. Let SySx  , , the vertex x lies on a vu  geodesic L with u,v in S and the vertex y lies on a 
vu  geodesic L  with vu , in S. 
a). If    Pvuvu ,,,  , let Q be a path in S between v and u , q  with    Pvu , = . Since  
             vuduvdvudyuduvdvxdyxd  ,,,,,,,  , we have  .1 GdiamS   
b). If Pv  , then the number of vertices in the path of S from u to v is greater than the number of vertices of P from u to 
v. Now use the case 1. Hence  .1 GdiamS    
Theorem 2.5.  If G is connected and   2Gg , then    .1 GdiamGg c    
Proof. Since any g - set contains two antipodal vertices. So by contrary a g - set  ba, and any vertex in a ba  geodesic 
we have       .1 GgGdiamGg cc   . 
Theorem 2.6.  If G is a complete bipartite graph then 1).    3,,4,  nmKgi nmc , and    .3,2 nc Kgii   
Proof. In the complete bipartite graph any two vertices of a partite set geodominate all the vertices of the other partite set. 
So,   .3,2 nc Kg and g   3,,4,  nmKg nmc . On the other hand consider mvvvV ,...,, 21 and 
nwwwW ,...,, 21  be the partite sets. Two vertices from each partite set of nmK ,  say  11 ,,,  jjii wwvvS . Each 
path 1, ii vv  contains all vertices of W as an internal vertices and the path 1, jj ww  contains  all the vertices of V as an 
internal vertices. Also 11 ,,,  jjii wwvv  is connected. Clearly the set S is connected dominating set. Hence it is geodetic 
connected dominating set. Since  4S . Further for  nK ,2 ,  two  vertices from one  partite set and one vertex from 
the other partite set for the geodetic connected dominating set. Hence the result follows. 
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